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Joyful Commercial from UK 
There's a kid inside all of us, as this
poignant Amazon commercial shot on a
snowy hill beautifully illustrates.

Christmas at Biltmore 2023
Go "Behind the Magic" of the glittering
Christmas decor inside the largest
privately owned home in America.

Cunningham TV Update

2024 marks the start of the next 3-year agreements for local broadcast stations such as
ABC, NBC, and CBS. With those renewals comes a larger TV rate increase. We are
negotiating all we can to help keep the programming rate increases as low as possible
for our Cunningham TV customers. 

We understand as a person wanting to watch your favorite shows that there are
several alternative streaming options for you. If an alternative such as Hulu is an option
you are considering, be sure to have plenty of internet bandwidth for your home
streaming. Cunningham's offer several larger internet packages that are well-suited for
a 100% streaming home and have managed WiFi offerings to make sure all your
streaming devices have plenty of wireless coverage throughout your house. We want
you to have the best viewing experience possible and having a larger internet
package with great WiFi is key to being able to view your favorite shows wherever you
decide to purchase them from.   

If you're a Cunningham TV subscriber and considering an alternative TV option, be sure
to call our office to get set up on a Cunningham internet package that best fits your
needs.
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Have Car Questions?
CARFAX offers free tools to
give you the answers you
need about vehicle
histories, selling your used
car, and more. Learn
more...

Find What to Read Next
December is Read a New
Book Month. If you're
looking for ideas, check
out this site with 50,000 free
ebooks. Learn more...

Keep Track of Flights
Whether you're on the
plane or picking someone
up at the airport, you'll
appreciate the real-time
flight location. Learn
more...

12 Impressive Cookies
Beautiful cookies make a fabulous gift. Try
recipes including Peppermint Stripe

Hot Chocolate 3 Ways
Warm up with Classic Hot Chocolate with
Polar Bear Marshmallows, Nutella Hot
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Cookies and Stamped Citrus Shortbread. Chocolate, or S'mores Hot Chocolate.

Easy Ornaments
Turn clear Dollar Tree Christmas
ornaments into personalized treasures
you'll cherish on your tree year after year.

Jar and Basket Gifts 
Put brownie mix in a jar and wrap it with a
kitchen towel. Or make a pasta lover's kit
with pasta, sauce, and cheese.
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